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Let H m denote the Banach algebra of bounded analytic functions on the open 
unit disc D, and let M(H” ) denote the maximal ideal space of H”. One of the 
results in this paper shows that if two Gleason parts (in M(H”)) have distinct 
closures, then there exists an H” function which is identically zero on one part and 
nonzero on the other. From this one obtains a Corona theorem for certain sub- 
algebras of H”. Let COP denote the algebra of bounded analytic functions that 
are in the little Bloch space. It is shown here that there exists a COP function h 
and an inner function 2 such that I divides h in H’, but the result is not in COP. 
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Let H” denote the Banach algebra of bounded analytic functions on the 
open unit disc ID, let M(H”) denote its maximal ideal space, and let p 
denote the Gelfand transform of a function fin H”. The pseudohyperbolic 
distance between two points x and y in M(H”) is defined to be 
P(w)=~~PW-WI :feHrn, IV-II, < M-(x)=0}. 
For x E M(H”O), let P(x) = { y E M(H”) : p(x, y) < 1 } denote the Gleason 
part of H” containing x. A nontrivial point in M(H”) is a point x such 
that P(x) consists of more than one point. If x is a nontrivial point, then 
[12] there exists a one-one map L, of D onto P(x) such that whenever 
f~ H”, the composition po L, is again an analytic function on D. Let 
COP= (f l Hm :j\oLx is constant for all nontrivial XE M(H”)- D}. 
Thus COP is a subalgebra of H” consisting of those functions f such that f 
is constant on parts other than D itself. If we denote the little Bloch space 
by B,,, then it is known [8, p. 4421 that B,, n H” = COP. The space B, 
consists of functions f analytic in D such that (1 - 1~1~) If’(z)1 + 0 as 
IZI + 1-. 
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Several alternate descriptions of B0 can be found in [S]. For example, if 
we let p(z, w) = 1 (z - w)/( 1 - Wz)j denote the pseudohyperbolic distance 
between two points z and w in D, and d(z, q) = {w : p(z, w) < q}, we then 
let ld(z, ?)I denote the area measure of d(z, q) and fAcl,?,= 
I49 r)l -l Jd(l, *) f(z) dA(z)/lr. Using the above notation. Axler described 
B, as 
{f : f analytic on D and 
lim IAl- ,144 VII -’ JA(A, 4) If(z) -“hen, ?!,I d4Z)l~ = 01. 
Thus B, is, in some sense, an analogue of the space VMOA. In [4] 
Anderson indicates several ways in which B. is the area measure analogue 
of VMOA. 
In the first section of this paper, we look at the space COP. Anderson 
showed in [3] that there exists a function f E COP with singular inner 
factor S such that ffS# COP. A Banach space G contained in H’ is said to 
have the (F) property if, given any h E G and any inner function I which 
divides h in H’ then h/Ie G. Thus Anderson showed that COP does not 
have the (F) property. In [lo] it is shown that VMOA n H * does have 
the (F) property. We say that a Banach space G contained in H’ has the 
weak (F) property if, given any h E G and any inner function Z in G which 
divides h in H ‘, then h/ZE G. In [ 131 Metzger asked whether COP has the 
weak (F) property. In the first section of this paper, we shall show that 
COP does not have the weak (F) property. 
In the second section of this paper, we give a description of the closure of 
a nontrivial Gleason part. Several questions about Gleason parts remain 
unsolved, in part because of a lack of understanding of the closures of 
parts. Three such questions are mentioned in Section 3. Finally we use the 
description of Gleason parts to show that a certain class of subalgebras of 
H” has the property that the disc is dense in the maximal ideal space 
of the corresponding algebra. 
1. THE WEAK (F) PROPERTY 
We show that COP does not have the weak (F) property. I thank 
R. Mortini for pointing out this question to me. 
In what follows, we make no distinction between the function and its 
Gelfand transform. We also use the fact, due to Duren, Shapiro, and 
Shields [6] and Piranian [14], that there is a nonconstant singular inner 
function in COP. An interpolating Blaschke product B is a Blaschke 
product with zero sequence {z,,} such that inf,(l - lz,l*) lE(z,)l 2 6 for 
some 6 > 0. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let S be a singular inner function in COP. Then there 
exists an interpolating Blaschke product B such that (1 - B) SE COP. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 uses two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.2 [9]. Let B be an interpolating Blaschke product with zero 
sequence (z”}. Zf S is a singular inner function such that S(z,) --) 0, then S is 
divisible in H” + C by all powers of B. 
LEMMA 1.3 [ll]. Let U and V be inner functions. Zf U is divisible in 
H”+Cbyallpositivepowersof V, then ]U](l-]V])=OonM(H”)-03. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let S be a nonconstant singular inner function 
in COP. Then there exists a sequence {z,} along which S tends to zero. 
Let (z”~} be an interpolating subsequence of {z,,} and let B denote 
the corresponding interpolating Blaschke product. Let F= S( 1 - B). If 
x E M(H “) - 119 is trivial, then F(P(x) is constant. Suppose x is a nontrivial 
point in M(H” ) - [ID such that Ix(B)] = 1. Then B 0 L, is an analytic 
function, bounded by 1, such that IBo L,(O)] = 1. Thus Bo L, is constant 
on D. Since L, maps D onto P(x), it follows that S(l -B)] P(x) is 
constant. Finally, suppose that x is a nontrivial point in M(H”) - D such 
that Ix(B)] < 1. The previous argument shows that ]B]P(x)] < 1. Using 
Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3, we see that SIP(x) = 0. Hence S( 1 -B) is constant on 
parts, as desired. 
COROLLARY 1.4. The space COP does not have the weak (F) property. 
Proof Let S be a nonconstant singular inner function in COP. Using 
Theorem 1.1, obtain an interpolating Blaschke product B with zero 
sequence {z,} such that F= S( 1 - B) E COP. Then the outer factor, 1 - B, 
satisfies inf{ 1 - lz,J2)]( 1 - B)‘(z,J > 6 > 0. Hence FE COP, the inner factor 
of F is in COP, but F/S= (1 -B) $ COP. Thus COP does not have the 
weak (F) property. 
2.cLQSURF!S OFPARTS 
In what follows, let ‘9 denote the set of points in M(H “) with nontrivial 
Gleason parts. Let P(x) denote the closure of the Gleason part con- 
taining x. Let q E R, 0 < q < 1, and d(x, q) = ( y E M(H”) : p(x, y) < n}. If 
feH”,let Z(f)={xEM(HW):x(f)=O}. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let B be an interpolating Blaschke product and let 
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XEZ(B) - ID. Let V be an open set such that Fn P(x)= 0. Then given any 
real number n, 0 -C n c 1, there exists a neighborhood 0 of p(x) such that 
u (Ll(y,?j): yEZ(B)nU}af(H”)-v. 
Proof: Let q be a positive real number with q < 1. Let 0, be a 
neighborhood of P(x) and let EC@,] = (y : yo Z(B) n Q and 
A( y, q) n P # fa}. We claim that E[0#] = 0 for some E. The set Q, would 
be the desired open set. To establish the claim, consider the set 
E= U E[0J, where the union is taken over all neighborhoods of P(x). 
Suppose En P(x) # 0. Let xi E P(x) and let x, E E be such that x, + xi. 
Now x, E E[Q] for some a. By the definition of E[Q], there exists a point 
y, E d(x,, q) n l? Passing to a subnet, if necessary, we see that there exists 
y, E P such that yE+ y,. Using the lower semicontinuity of p(.,.) on 
M(H”)xM(H”) [12, Theorem 6.21 we have p(xi, y,)<limp(x,, y,)~?. 
Hence y, E P(xl) n V. By [ 11, p(x) is a union of parts and so P(xl) E P(x). 
But P(x) n P= 0, a contradiction. Therefore En P(x) = 0. Let U, and 
U2 be disjoint open sets with EG Ui and P(x) E Uz. Consider E[ U,]. 
Since E[ U,] c En Uz E U1 n Uz, the set E[ U,] is empty. Hence U, is the 
desired open set. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let x E M(H “) - ID be a nontrivial point. Then y, E P(x) 
if and only tf any H” function vanishing identically on P(x) vanishes at yO. 
Proof It is clear that if y, E P(x), then any function vanishing on P(x) 
vanishes at y,. So suppose y, $ P(x). We shall produce an Ho0 function 
vanishing on P(x) but not at yO. To this end let b be an interpolating 
Blaschke product such that b(x) =0 [12, Theorem 5.51. Let V be a 
neighborhood of y, such that Pn P(x) = 0. Choose sequences of positive 
real numbers {6,}, {qn}, and { sO} less than 1, converging to 1, satisfying 
(0 O<?,<(6,-?,)/(1-6,~n), 
(ii) 0 <E,, < 6, Y& and 
(iii) JJ,“= i &j + a, where a > 0. 
(For example, one may take 6, so that [l/&1(1 - ,/Ez) =e-“i6”. 
Take E = e-l’*‘. Finally, let 11, be chosen so that rf, 
(1 - ,/%$/d.). Choose q; 
+l andm<q,< 
between qn and 1. Using v:, choose 
neighborhoods 0, of P(x) as in Lemma 2.1. Hence x E 0, for each n, and if 
i E {A( y, VA) : y E Z(b) n O,}, then ? E M(Hm) - V. Since b is interpolating, 
b does not vanish on P(x). Hence [12, Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 2.31, x 
lies in the closure of an interpolating subsequence of the zero sequence of b. 
Let b, be a factor of b with XE Z(b,) and Z(b,)G 0,. Let 6(b) = 
inf ZnEDnZ(bJl - lz,,l’)lb’(z,)l. By [12, Corollary p. 823, we may assume 
that 6(b,) > 6,. Let {w,, ,, } denote the zero sequence of b,. 
580/83/l-4 
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We claim that lb,1 >E, on V. Let REM. Let A=b,,(?). If (1) cc,,, 
then ([12, p. 863 and (i), (ii) above) 
is interpolating. Furthermore (see [12, p. 88, paragraph 2]), if 
ZE Z(b, J n D, then there exists WE Z(b,) such that p(z, w) < qn. Now 
ieZ(b,,J. If z:ED, then it follows that 2 E d(w, q,) for some 
wEZ(b)nO,.Hence~~E(H”)-~.If~~IID,thenthereexistsasequence 
of points in Z(b, J n D, say {z,}, with 5 in its closure. Let w,~ be a point 
of Z(b,) such that p(z,, w,,J < qn [ 12, p. 863. By the lower semicontinuity 
ofp(.,.) on M(H”)xM(H”), we have p(l,y)<q,,<&for someyEZ(b,). 
By our choice of q; and by Lemma 2.1, 2 E M( H” ) - f? In other words, 
lb,1 26, on 7. 
We are now ready to construct a function f so that f(yo) # 0 and 
f I P(x) =O. To this end, note that flJ’!!i bj is a bounded sequence of 
analytic functions. Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume 
that Q’!! i bj converges uniformly on compact subsets of 119. Let f denote 
the limit. Then f E H” and lJ Z(bj) 5 Z(f ). Since bj(x) = 0 for each j and 
f/bj E H Q), we see that f has a zero of infinite order at x. Hence [ 12, p. 793 
f vanishes on P(x). But if z E V n ID, then 
So 1 f(z)] > lim nJ”= i Ibj(z)l 2 hn~ n;=, ej 2 a > 0. Since V is a neighbor- 
hood of y, we have 1 f(y)1 > c1> 0, as desired. 
I thank H. Hedenmaln for pointing out the following corollary to me. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let XE 29 and let B denote the uniform closure of the 
algebra HOD Q L,. If f, , . . . . f, are functions in B such that cj’= 1 I fjl 2 6 > 0 on 
ID, then there exist functions g,, . . . . g, in B such that xi”= 1 h gj = 1. 
Proof: Let T: H”OoL,+H” I p(x) be defined by T(goL,)=g I p(x). 
It is easy to check that T is well delined, one-to-one, onto, and 
11 T( g 0 L,) 11 oD = 11 (g 0 L,) 11 03. Thus T extends to an isometric isomorphism of 
B and B, = H” 1 P(x). Hence T induces a continuous, one-to-one map of 
M(B) onto M(B,), defined by T(x) = x 0 T-’ for all x E M(B). By [7, 
Theorem 6.11, M(B,) equals 
{REM: thereexistsc>Osuch that ly(f)l<cllfllPnforallf~H”}. 
By Theorem 2.2, M(B,) = P(x). Thus we have only to check that T maps 
D one-to-one onto P(x). Note that for any f E H” I P(x), if g E H” such 
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that glpW =flp( ), 7 we have p(z)(f) =ZO T-‘(f) = z(goL,) =g(L,(z)) = 
(L,(z))(g) = (L,(z))f for any z E D. Thus T(z) = L,(z) E P(x). Since L, 
maps 119 one-to-one onto P(x), p does also. Hence II9 is dense in M(B), as 
desired. 
3. OPEN QUESTIONS 
Several questions in this area remain open. We mention three of them 
here. 
-- 
1. Let x1, x,E’~. If P(x,) n P(q) # a, does there exist x3 ~9 such --- 
that P(x,)uP(x,)~P(x~)? 
2. Let x E g and let A denote the disc algebra. Can m = A? The 
last question is a well-known question, first posed by N. Alling in [2]. 
!4. Let P be a closed prime ideal in H”. If P is not maximal, does 
there exist XEM(H”O) such that P= {f:flP(x)=O}? 
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